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Abstra t
We extend re ently proposed models for probabilisti latent semanti analysis using a hierar hi al Bayesian framework. This approa h enables us to arry out automati regularisation of large,
omplex probabilisti models for multimedia databases. Moreover,
it allows us to introdu e a priori knowledge into the modelling proess using spe i word and image preferen es, as well as, semanti
hierar hies obtained using WordNet.

1 Introdu tion
We introdu e a Bayesian treatment for a probabilisti latent semanti model for
dis rete data (Hofmann 1999), re ently extended for dis rete and ontinuous data
(Barnard and Forsyth 2001) in the ontext of images with asso iated text. Learning
the joint probability distribution of image segment features and asso iated text
has appli ations to omputer vision, image understanding, multimedia database
browsing, and do ument retrieval. The model supports browsing by exposing the
semanti s of the data. Furthermore, the model an be queried for do uments using
keywords and/or image features (sear h), images using text blo ks (auto-illustrate),
and words using images (auto-annotate), the latter pro ess having lear ties to
obje t re ognition.
These ex iting appli ations are hara terised by omplex models whi h are large
relative to the size of the data; thereby motivating the Bayesian approa h. By
in orporating priors into the model, we an regularise and take advantage of prior
knowledge. For example we an assign an advantageous prior probability to (appliation spe i ) spe ial words. Natural language pro essing an also provide useful
priors. In this work, sin e the model generates do ument items from a hierar hi al
set of nodes with more general \ on epts" being emitted from higher levels, we use
information from WordNet (Miller, Be kwith, Fellbaum, Gross and Miller 1998) to
en ourage the model to emit words at a level orresponding to their level of semanti
abstra tion.

2 Probabilisti model
Following (Hofmann and Puzi ha 1998), we treat the do uments, d 2 D, and their
attributes, a 2 A, as dyadi observations O , (di ; ai )jN
i=1 . Do ument attributes
an be ategori al, su h as words, or ontinuous, su h as Gaussian feature ve tors
extra ted from image segments. The observations are modelled using a hierar hi al
mixture model that ontains lasses, , in the, say, horizontal dire tion and levels,
l, in the verti al dire tion. By grouping identi al dyads together, this model an be
written as follows
" n
#N (d;a)
n
Y X
Y X
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p(ajl; )p(ljd; )p(d) ;
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where N (d; a) , jf(di ; ai ) : di = d; ai = agj denotes the empiri al o-o urren e
frequen ies, D the set of existing do uments, A the set of di erent attributes, nl
the number of levels and n the number of lusters. The probabilities p( ), p(ajl; )
and p(ljd; ) are unknown parameters that must be estimated. p(d) is hosen independently to ensure proper do ument-length normalisation (Hofmann and Puzi ha
1998). The ardinalities of the sets D and A are nd and na respe tively.
It is trivial to modify the model to obtain lustering, hierar hi al lustering and
aspe t models (Hofmann and Puzi ha 1998). The hoi e of model is typi ally appli ation dependent. With our browsing appli ations in mind, we impose a tree
stru ture on the model by tying some of the parameters. In this setting, the terminal nodes represent lusters and the inner and terminal nodes represent aspe ts,
see (Hofmann and Puzi ha 1998) for details.
Words w are assumed to be distributed a ording to a multinomial model with
parameters p(ajl; ) = p(wjl; ). That is, we are adopting the standard \bag of
words" model where, for omputational simpli ity, the words are assumed to be
independent given the indi ator variables (l and a ount for the orrelations in
the word model). Information from images is extra ted by rst segmenting the
images and then grouping the features of ea h segment into a segment ve tor s
(Belongie, Carson, Greenspan and Malik 1997). The segment ve tors are assumed
to be distributed a ording to p(ajl; ) = p(sjl; ) = N (l; ; l; ). For pra ti al
reasons, the Gaussian ovarian e is blo k-diagonal, and we tie the parameters by
allowing only one Gaussian per node.

2.1 Priors
In addition to modelling the data, we need to introdu e prior distributions. This
Bayesian extension of the maximum likelihood (ML) approa h is justi ed by the
following points:
{Ill- onditioning: In the ML framework, the likelihood is often unbounded. For
example, when dealing with mixtures of Gaussians, nothing prevents a mixture omponent density from being assigned to a single observation. When this happens,
the varian e goes to zero and the likelihood goes to in nity, thus ausing serious
ill- onditioning problems. To ir umvent this ommon problem, people either prune
omponents by hand or add extra tuning parameters as in ridge regression (Marquardt and Snee 1975). From a Bayesian perspe tive, the introdu tion of a prior
redu es this problem.
{A priori knowledge: One an use the prior to spe ify domain-spe i knowledge
(some rules derived from an expert) or subje tive preferen es (favouring simpler

models). For example, we have implemented a prior that en ourages on ept levels
in our hierar hi al mixture model to re e t semanti levels obtained with WordNet.
{Regularisation: Sin e the data set is nite and noisy, one needs to take are
of not over tting the data. The prior distribution an be used to favour simpler
(smooth) models that avoid tting the noise and, therefore, extrapolate reasonable
well.
{Multiple overlapping opies of lusters: ML estimation often splits an underlying ategory into several omponents with identi al parameters whose omponent
weights  add up to the orre t one. Bayesian estimation avoids this problem by
spe ifying priors that favour sparse models.
{Starting point for more sophisti ated modelling: The Bayesian perspe tive
lays the groundwork for more sophisti ated models that enable us to, for example,
a hieve robustness with respe t to the spe i ation of the prior distributions (no
parameter tuning), perform model sele tion, extend point estimators to average
estimators and onsider di erent loss fun tions in a prin ipled way: see for example
(Andrieu, de Freitas and Dou et 2000, Bernardo and Smith 1994).
We follow a hierar hi al Bayesian strategy, where the unknown parameters ' ,
fp(wjl; ); p( ); p(ajd; ); ; g are regarded as being drawn from appropriate prior
distributions. We a knowledge our un ertainty about the exa t form of the prior by
spe ifying it in terms of some unknown parameters (hyperparameters). We also need
to introdu e the latent allo ation variables xi 2 f1; : : : ; n g and yi 2 f1; : : : ; nl g
to indi ate that the i-th dyad belongs to a spe i group and level l. We model
these variables with multinomial distributions
n
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where IE(z ) denotes the indi ator fun tion of the set E (1 if z 2 E , 0 otherwise).
The ategori al parameters are modelled using parameterised Diri hlet distributions
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where , and denote the hyperparameters. For the multivariate Gaussian
image segment ve tors of length ng , we adopt the following normal-inverse Wishart
prior (M La hlan and Peel 2000)
l;  Nn (!l; ; l; =l; )
l; 1  Wn (rl; ; l; )
where Wn (rl; ; l; ) denotes a Wishart distribution. In the above expressions, l;
is a symmetri , positive de nite, ng  ng matrix, while l; and rl; are regularisation
parameters, with rl; > ng . For exposition purposes, we introdu e  to denote all
the model hyperparameters.
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A rigorous Bayesian analysis would involve spe ifying priors on the hyperparameters. This would require that we develop omputationally demanding approximate
algorithms based, for example, on variational bounds or Markov hain Monte Carlo.
Here, we opt for more pragmati solutions. We either set the hyper-parameters
using a priori knowledge or use the data to ompute point estimates of the hyperparameters. In the latter ase, we aim to nd an ? that maximises the marginal
likelihood p(Oj). That is, we are trying to nd the most likely model hypothesis
(Bernardo and Smith 1994). This approa h of estimating the priors from the data
is an empiri al Bayes method known as maximum likelihood type II (Good 1983).
It is based on the assumption that p(jO) is fairly sharply peaked around its mode
? and, onsequently, approximations su h as p('; x; yjO)  p('; x; yj ? ; O) are
valid.

3 Computation
We develop an EM algorithm to ompute the ML and MAP point estimates of the
model parameters. Our EM algorithm an be derived either by formulating and differentiating the expe ted omplete log-posterior subje t to probabilisti onstraints
(using Lagrange multipliers) or by deriving expressions for the posterior modes and
repla ing the luster and level indi ator variables with their a posteriori expe tations. The resulting algorithm involves iterating between the following standard
steps:
E step: Compute the expe tations of the indi ator variables.
"
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M step: Update the model parameters.
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The ML updates follow by setting the hyperparameters to obtain uninformative
priors. That is, ! 1; ! 1; ! 1,  ! 0, rl; ! ng and  1 ! 0. To
improve the mode sear h, sto hasti versions of the algorithm (Monte Carlo EM)
are easily obtained by sampling from the dis rete posterior distribution of the luster
and level indi ator variables and then omputing the empiri al expe tation of the
samples in the E step. The algorithms an also be easily annealed.
a

3.1 Estimating the hyperparameters
As mentioned earlier, we obtain the hyperparameters by maximising the expe ted
marginal log-likelihood given by
 Z

E p(x;yjO; ) [log p(x; y; Oj )℄ = E p(x;yjO; ) log p(x; y; Oj')p('j )d'
This results on a set of equations that needs to be iterated in order to in rease the
lower bound on the marginal likelihood
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where ( ) ,  log ( ) is the digamma fun tion. It is also possible to derive
faster Newton-Raphson s hemes as shown in (Narayanan 1991). However, one has
to take are that this algorithm does not be ome numeri ally unstable. Lastly, estimators to ompute the hyperparameters of the Gaussian omponents are dis ussed
in (Gelman, Carlin, Stern and Rubin 1995).

4 Experiments
We rst veri ed that the Bayesian model outperformed the ML model substantially
when re overing the parameters of a se ond model used to generate the data. These
experiments and some retrieval results are des ribed in detail in our te hni al report
(de Freitas and Barnard 2001). Subsequently, we performed several experiments on
the Corel image database. This database ontains images annotated with approximately 3 to 5 keywords ea h. The images on ea h of the CDs provided by Corel are
samples from a parti ular theme. This makes this database very suitable for testing
our algorithms. For example, when applying the various algorithms (ML, MAP
with = 1 and = 2 and MAP with empiri al Bayes (EB)) to luster a dataset
onsisting of 10 CDs (10 themes - 1000 do uments), and assuming 20 lusters initially, we obtained the luster probabilities shown in Figure 1. Clearly, the Bayesian
strategies allow us to obtain a number of lusters that is in more agreement with
the Corel human hoi e. Moreover this improves the oheren e of the lusters 1 .
Figure 2 shows a se tion of the results obtained with a hierar hi al quad-tree (with
more than 30,000 parameters ), when trained with 1000 do uments using both image
segment features and asso iated words. In this ase, we applied WordNet to the
Corel annotations to generate more words in a semanti hierar hy. The more general
words were assigned a higher prior probability at the top level of our hierar hi al
mixture model and the less general words were assigned a higher prior probability

Sin e it is diÆ ult to present these results in this paper format, we have made them
available at http://elib.CS.Berkeley.EDU/papers/ lustering/bayesian/index.html.
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Figure 1: Cluster probabilities in the Corel example. Maximum likelihood (top)
maximum a posteriori (middle) and empiri al Bayes (bottom). The la k of a bar
indi ates that the respe tive luster has been automati ally pruned by the regulariser.
at the bottom levels. In other words, we used the prior to en ode the WordNet
semanti hierar hy in our model. The results indi ate that higher levels are indeed
related to more general on epts. The blank boxes are bran hes that have been
pruned automati ally by the prior.

5 Con lusions
In this paper, we have taken an important step towards improving models for Probabilisti latent semanti analysis. In parti ular, by adopting the Bayesian approa h,
we showed that it be omes possible to regularise and to introdu e a priori knowledge
in the training of large, omplex probabilisti models for multimedia databases.
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